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This paper proposes a simplified equivalent circuit model that can be used in the presentation of characteristic
harmonic components generated by full wave diode rectifiers. In the model, the load current is assumed to be
constant as in many industrial applications. In order to obtain an accurateand xact analysis, the proposed model
involves both current harmonics on AC side and voltage harmonics on DCside of the full wave rectifiers. The
model depends on Fourier series expansion for the load voltage and thesource current waveforms.
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Pojednostavljeni harmonǐcki model za punovalni ispravljač s diodama.U radu je predložen pojednostavljeni
ekvivalentni model električnog kruga koji se može koristiti za prikaz karakterističnih harmonǐckih komponenata
koje generira punovalni ispravljač. Pretpostavka modela je konstantan iznos struje tereta, što ječesti slǔcaj u
industrijskim primjenama. Kako bi se postigla vjerodostojnost modela, predlož ni model ukljǔcuje harmonike
struje na AC strani kao i harmonike napone na DC strani punovalnog ispravljača. Model ovisi o razvoju Fourierovog
reda za valne oblike napona tereta i struje izvora
Klju čne riječi: harmonǐcki model, ekvivalentni električni krug, punovalni ispravljǎc
1 INTRODUCTION
Converters or rectifiers using semiconductor switch-
ing devices generate harmonics caused by the behavior of
switching. The purpose of harmonic studies is to quantify
the distortion in voltage and/or current waveforms at vari-
ous locations in a power system. The need for a harmonic
study may be indicated by excessive measured distortion
in existing systems or by installation of harmonic produc-
ing equipment. One important step in harmonic studies is
to characterize and to model harmonic-generating sources.
Among the modern nonlinear loads, power electronic de-
vices have a significant contribution in generating harmon-
ics during their switching processes.
In general, rectifier circuits can be simply represented
by a harmonic current source or a model that takes into ac-
count the interaction between the ac source network and
the converter dc system. Some techniques for modeling
the converter can be categorized as the frequency domain
and the time-domain based models. The frequency do-
main models are further divided into current source model,
transfer function model. Time domain models include rep-
resenting the converter by a set of differential equations
and the state-space model. Some of these models can be
integrated in harmonic power flow analysis while the oth-
ers are not.
The most common technique for harmonic simulation
is to treat the converter as known sources of harmonic cur-
rents or voltages with or without including phase angle
information. The frequency-domain nodal equations for
each harmonic are used to compute the network harmonic
voltages via the system harmonic admittance or impedance
matrix. The drawback of this method is that typical har-
monic spectra are often used to represent the harmonic cur-
rents generated by the converter that ignores the interaction
between the network and the converter. This prevents an
adequate assessment of cases involving non-typical oper-
ating modes.
Ref. [1] presents a transfer function model based on
the modulation theory that uses two transfer functions to
relate the dc and ac sides of the converter. In [2]-[4], the
authors propose efficient techniques by linearizing the in-
teraction between the converter dc system and the ac net-
work at different converter operating points of interests.
The entire system is then solved via the harmonic coupling
matrix equation to account for the interaction. In the itera-
tive harmonic analysis, the converter is usually represented
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by a fixed harmonic current source at each iteration. Ref.
[5] proposes a harmonic Norton-equivalent circuit model
which is developed to represent the converters of HVDC
links under both unbalanced and distorted input conditions.
In the time domain, a converter can be expressed as
a set of differential equations or state equations that gov-
ern its performance. After solving these equations, the
harmonic spectra of converter input currents are generally
found by the use of Fourier method such as fast Fourier
transform [6]-[8]. This device model usually can be in-
tegrated with frequency-domain network model for har-
monic power flow analysis or used in a time-domain sim-
ulation including the power system [9]. Ref. [10] presents
a state-space model that includes the system frequency-
dependent impedance with the converter which can be used
in iterative harmonic analysis to improve convergence. The
time domain method is accurate but the derivation and so-
lution of the differential equations is a very time consum-
ing and tedious process. The difficulty of applying this
method becomes severe when a power system containing
many converters is analyzed.
Many harmonic models have been proposed for repre-
senting rectifier circuits [11-16]. The most common model
is in the form of a harmonic current source, which is spec-
ified by its magnitude and phase spectrum. Three basic
approaches used to build detailed models include develop-
ing analytical formulae for the Fourier series as a function
of terminal voltage and operating parameters for the har-
monic source, developing analytical models for harmonic
source operation and solving for its current waveform by a
suitable iterative method, and solving for harmonic source
steady-state current waveform with time-domain simula-
tion [17-19].
In this paper, first, the conventional equivalent circuits
of the rectifiers are pointed out, then a new equivalent cir-
cuit with respect to harmonic currents on the AC side and
output voltage harmonics on DC side of the rectifiers is
proposed.
2 CONVENTIONAL MODEL OF FULL-WAVE
RECTIFIERS
The circuit configuration of a full wave diode rectifier,
of which the equivalent circuit will be described in detail,
is shown in Fig.1.
In a full wave diode rectifier, the output voltage,ud(t),
is not dependent on the load. The source current,is(t) has
a bidirectional form of the load current,id(t). The rectifier
circuits are generally loaded by large valued inductors as
in DC motors in industrial applications. In this situation,
the amplitude of harmonic currents generated by a diode
rectifier with a smoothing reactor on the DC side is almost


















Fig. 2. Conventional equivalent circuit to is(t) on AC side
impedance on the DC side is much larger than the source
impedance on the AC side. Also, the time constant of the
load is much larger than the source period. Due to the con-
stant load current,Id, in conventional equivalent circuits,
the rectifier has been widely considered as an ideal current
source for harmonics as follows.
With regard to this situation, the load voltage/current
and the source voltage/current of Fig. 1 are available in
many textbooks [20] and also given in Fig. 3.
The average values of the load voltage and load current










In conventional equivalent circuits of rectifiers, only
the current harmonics on AC side are considered.
Whereas, in rectifier circuits, there are both current har-
monics on AC side and voltage harmonics on DC side. For
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Fig. 3. Waveforms of a diode rectifier
an exact analysis, it is necessary to deal with both harmon-
ics. For this purpose, a new equivalent circuit model con-
taining both current harmonics and voltage harmonics is
proposed. It depends on Fourier series expansion for the
load voltage and the source current waveforms.
First, Let’s consider the output voltage harmonics in
DC side of the rectifier circuit in Fig. 1. In the rectifier cir-
cuits, an AC source is processed through a set of switches
to create a well-defined waveform. We can represent the
combined action of an actual source (AC source) and a
set of switches by an equivalent source. The equivalent
sources provide a very strong advantage: The new circuits
are linear, and avoid the nonlinearity and complication of
switches. We can use superposition, Laplace transforms,
or other techniques from linear network analysis to ana-
lyze rectifiers. Based on superposition, a term-by-term for
the Fourier series of the current and voltage in the rectifier
circuits can be solved. Equivalent voltage source,ud(t),
applied to the load in Fig. 1, is presented in Fig. 4.
The equivalent voltage source,ud(t), contains both the
fundamental component and harmonic components of the
voltage. The equivalent source waveform, accordingly the
output voltage of the rectifier circuit, is given in Fig. 3a.
















Every component of Fourier series corresponds to a











Fig. 4. Equivalent voltage source,ud(t), applied to the
load
ud4(t),. . . in Fig.5, whereUd is average load voltage as
DC source,ud2(t) is a AC source havingω2 frequency,
ud4(t) is a AC source havingω4 frequency,. . . .
Second, Let’s deal with the current harmonics in AC
side of the rectifier circuit in Fig.1. The source current on
AC side, is(t), is dependent on the load current,Id. Al-
though the current on DC side of the converter is constant,
the current on AC side is bidirectional as shown in Fig. 3b.
In other words, the source current has a bidirectional form
of load current. The source current,is(t), is expressed by






Id sin(nωt)is(t) = isf (t) + ish(t)
(4)
isf andish represents the fundamental component, the har-
monic component of the source current, respectively.
Since the source current on AC side is dependent on the
load current,Id, this current is modeled by a current con-
trolled current source, which is controlled with load cur-
rent. The dependent harmonic current source,Js(t), equal
to is(t), is shown in Fig.6. Although the load current is
almost constant, the harmonic current source has a square
wave form as in the source current of Fig. 3b.
Now, to derive the new equivalent circuit containing
harmonic currents on the AC side and harmonic voltages
on the DC side of full wave diode rectifier, we discuss an
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 7. This model, primarily,
is a combination of Fig. 4 and Fig. 6.
Since the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 7 contains
both AC side and DC side of the rectifier circuit, it meets
the need for exact analysis of the rectifier circuit. The
switching circuit is converted into a linear circuit with re-
gards to harmonics. Therefore, any circuit analysis tech-
nique can be used to analyze the rectifier circuit.
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Fig. 6. Dependent harmonic current source
From the point of harmonic studies, the equivalent cir-
cuit can be divided into two circuits: one is an equivalent
circuit to the fundamental component and the other is an
equivalent circuit to harmonics.
First, the equivalent circuit to the fundamental compo-
nents on both the AC side and the DC side of the rectifier
is discussed. In this case, the first harmonic components of
dependent current source,Js(t), and voltage sourceud(t)
in the model are considered:Js1(t), ud1(t). The source
voltage,us(t) remains unchanged. According to (3), Since
ud(t) has even harmonics,ud1(t) is equal to 0. The equiv-
alent circuit to the fundamental components is obtained as
in Fig.8.
Next, the equivalent circuit to harmonic components on
both the AC side and the DC side of the rectifier is dis-
cussed. This equivalent circuit can be obtained under the
condition that the source voltageus(t) = 0, the first com-
ponent of harmonic current sourceJs1(t) = 0 in Fig.7.












































Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit to fundamental components on
the DC and AC side
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Fig. 9. Equivalent circuit to harmonic components on the
DC and AC side
4 SIMULATION RESULTS
In Fig. l, let the internal resistancer on the AC side of
the rectifier be 1Ω and the resistanceRL on the DC side
be 10Ω, the inductanceL on the DC side be 1000mH, the
max. value of the source voltageUm be 100V and the
frequency be 50Hz. The diodes are assumed to be ideal.
The load voltage,ud(t), and source current,is(t),
waveforms relating to the exact equivalent circuit in Fig.
7 are given in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the waveforms
obtained from the proposed equivalent circuit model are
the same as the waveforms of Fig. 3.
The fundamental component,isf (t), of source current
obtained from Fig. 8, is given in Fig. 11.
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(b) Source current ,is(t), Js(t)
Fig. 10. Simulation results relating to the equivalent circu t













Fig. 11. Simulation result relating to fundamental compo-
nent,isf (t)
The harmonic component,ish(t), of source current ob-
tained from Fig. 9, is given in Fig. 12.















Fig. 12. Simulation result relating to harmonic component,
ish(t)
5 CONCLUSION
The most important process in harmonic analysis is
to obtain correct models relating to harmonic-generating
sources. The paper describes the equivalent circuit con-
taining current harmonics on the AC side and voltage har-
monics on DC side of full wave diode rectifiers. The
switching circuit is converted into a linear circuit with re-
gards to harmonics. The desired harmonic components
are easily obtained by the model. Simulation results show
that the proposed equivalent circuit models properly cur-
rent and voltage harmonics of the rectifier circuit.
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